
Investing and trading in a foreign market can be a high-risk / high-reward pursuit. 
The International Risk & Payment Review puts you in the best possible position to 
reduce that risk by keeping you informed of the latest developments across the globe.

The International Risk & Payment Review (IRPR) is an online resource that provides 
the critical economic, political and commercial information needed to facilitate 
decision-making when trading in multiple countries around the world.

Displayed in an easy-to-follow format, the IRPR presents country-level intelligence on 
numerous markets to provide insight into cross-border and key global trends.

H O W  D O E S  T H E  I R P R  H E L P  Y O U ?

Whether you are involved in foreign trade, financial risk analysis or supply chain 
management, understanding the ever-changing commercial risks is crucial for effective 
risk mitigation and decision making. Updated frequently, the IRPR allows you to 
confidently evaluate your global risk exposure and predict ongoing developments by 
providing insight on over 130 countries in a concise fashion.

The data, analysis and forecasts are combined with D&B’s Country Risk Rating, 
which facilitates the comparison of business conditions across countries around the 
globe, meaning you can fulfil all your country assessment requirements from a single 
expert source.

The IRPR is compiled by a team of highly skilled analysts using exclusive data from 
Dun & Bradstreet’s global network of reporting offices and worldwide database of 
over 240 million company records. This information is supplemented by primary data 
from national and international sources, and secondary data from the International 
Monetary Fund, World Bank and other multilateral organisations to allow our team 
to provide a unique perspective when producing our reports.

I N T E R N AT I O N A L  R I S K  &  PAY M E N T  R E V I E W

Online Country Monitoring for today’s 
global marketplace

DELIVERING BENEFITS ACROSS 
YOUR BUSINESS

–  Country-level snapshot analysis at 
your fingertips

–  132 countries monitored in 
a consistent structure to aid 
comprehension and cross-border 
comparison

–  Easily integrate Dun & Bradstreet’s 
leading Country Intelligence and 
Insight into your decision making

–  Reduced analytical costs by letting 
your team focus on their roles 
rather than becoming country 
experts

–  Everything you need for the whole 
organisation to monitor the 
ongoing developments in business 
risk in multiple markets

–  Dun & Bradstreet quality data, 
expertise and insight



I N F O R M AT I O N  O N  E A C H  I N D I V I D U A L  C O U N T RY  I N C L U D E S :

•	 D&B	Country	Risk	Indicator - a unique and comparative cross-border assessment of the risk of doing business in a country.

•	 Rating	Trend	- a quick reference guide on whether the country’soverall risk environment is stable, improving or deteriorating.

•	 Trade	Terms - a guide to recommended and minimum credit termsand usual credit periods.

•	 Transfer	Situation - a brief analysis of current payment delays with regard to transactions inlocal and foreign currency and foreign 
exchange reserves.

•	 Key	Facts - an important economic, social or commercial fact for the country.

•	 Trade	&	Commercial	Environment	- a succinct assessment of developments affecting a country’s tradeand commercial environments, 
including information on payments performance, trade and investmentagreements, and foreign exchange reserves.

•	 Economic	Indicators	- an index of key economic statistics (GDP growth, inflation, exchange rates, debt-service ratio etc.) covering three 
years of historical data and a two-year forecast.

•	 Risk	Factor	- focused analysis of a country’s current political and economic conditions, including socio-political and economic forecasts.

In addition to the above information on individual countries the online service also provides a ‘Special Reports’ resource that contains an 
archive of Dun & Bradstreet’s risk rating history, macroeconomic payments performance trends and extended economic indicator forecasts, 
allowing a complete assessment of the risks and opportunities in each country.

The Online Service is supplemented by a weekly e-alert notice on current headline stories.

ABOUT DUN & BRADSTREET

Dun & Bradstreet (NYSE: DNB) grows the most valuable relationships in business. By uncovering truth and meaning from data, we connect customers with the prospects, 
suppliers, clients and partners that matter most, and have since 1841. Nearly ninety percent of the Fortune 500, and companies of every size around the world, rely on our 
data, insights and analytics. For more about Dun & Bradstreet, visit DNB.com. 
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F U RT H E R  P R O D U C T  S H E E T S  I N  T H E  C O U N T RY  I N S I G H T  S E R I E S

D&B COUNTRY INSIGHT SNAPSHOT
Snapshot view of a single country’s cross-border risk exposure 
focusing on the Political, Commercial and Macroeconomic 
environments. Guide to payment terms and delays.

D&B COUNTRY INSIGHT REPORTS
In-depth analysis of a single country’s risks and opportunities 
in relation to the global and regional business environment. 
Current, short-term and long-term recommendations.

D&B ENTERPRISE SOLUTION
Customer-hosted insight solution combining Dun & Bradstreet’s 
in-depth and snapshot reporting. Integration of Dun & 
Bradstreet’s country insight expertise at a company-wide level.

For more information on our Country Insight products and 
service, please go to www.dnb.co.uk/country-insight


